
Round Energy Wheel Bow 
(REW) Instructions

A Technical Bulletin

timing is not exact, it is best to have the top cable arrive
first (Fig.#2)

figure #2

The take up groove is designed to accommodate either steel
cable or synthetic cables (fig.#2).  Synthetic cables are adjusted by
twisting them to shorten their length.  Steel cables can be twisted a
maximum of 3 turns and are best adjusted by rotating their adjust-
able anchor pulley to a different location (fig. #3). 

figure #3

The pulley that is reaching it’s full draw position first requires its
cable shortened at the opposite end where it is anchored. 

Adjusting the bowstring location on one wheel and not the other
allows you to make the smallest draw length adjustments and does
not affect synchronization between the two wheels. Be sure to check
your arrow nocking location after adjusting your bowstring length to
be sure of good arrow flight.

TUNING & ADJUSTING TIPS FOR REW BOWS
Changing the bowstring length does not affect the syn-

chronization of the wheels and is an effective way to alter
draw length.

Each size of REW is designed to function best over a 2-3"
draw length range depending upon it's size. This usable draw
length range can be shortened by
more than 1” by substituting a bowstring that is up to 1-1/2”

shorter.
On the bowstring side of the wheel is a selection of

threaded holes that can be used to locate a post to anchor the
bowstring (fig 1). The innermost post is used for the shortest
draw length adjustments. As the bowstring is anchored closer
to the outside of the wheel the effective length of the bow-
string is increased and the usable draw length is increased.
The outer most post location is intended to be used to wrap
the bowstring over and make it and the draw length effective-
ly shorter (fig. #1).

figure #1  
There is a provision on each wheel to install draw stops.

This provides for a positive stop at the point of maximum let-
off. If the draw stops are left off,  the draw length is extended
approximately 1/2"(fig.#1 & 2).

The draw stop location provides a good location to check
for wheel synchronization.  At full draw have a companion
check to see that the take up cables on both wheels are
approaching the draw stop locations at the same time.  If the
timing is not exact, it is best to have the top cable arrive
first (fig.#2)

IMPORTANT:  Bows with off-set cable guards will have to have the attachment bolt re-tightened several times after first  shooting because the type of  lock-washer
that is used to prevent the bracket from rotating needs to be seated.             
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Bowstring Anchor Position       
for Maximum Draw Length

Bowstring Anchor & Post Locations    
for Shortest Draw Length Adjustment

REW with steel cables & 
adjustable 4-position anchor pulley

REW with synthetic cables split to
mount on pullies at each side of the limb
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